
MATH 453 FINAL PROJECT GUIDELINES AND IDEAS

The final project, due on April 29 at 11:59pm on Brightspace, is to write a mathematical paper
on a (pure or applied) abstract algebra topic of your choice not covered in class. This may be:

• An expository paper explaining the material contained in one or more of the chapters of the
textbook that we did not cover in class. In addition to rewriting proofs in your own words,
you should go beyond the textbook by working out your own examples and bringing in
ideas from outside sources.

• An expository paper on a topic outside the purview of the textbook, approved by me.
• A research paper in which you formulate a mathematical question and investigate it through

computer experimentation, literature search, and rigorous mathematical reasoning. Ques-
tions must be approved by me.

• Anything else that synthesizes abstract algebra material in a new way, approved by me.

The final paper should be at least 8 pages in 12pt font in the provided LATEX template (or in your
own template with 1-inch margins). Outside sources should be cited in a self-consistent format
using either BIBTEX or the LATEX bibliography environment.

In addition the the course textbook, Abstract Algebra: Theory and Applications by Thomas Jud-
son, the following abstract algebra texts may be useful for some topics. I have these books in my
office (or will have them soon) if you want to take a look at them.

• Abstract Algebra by David S. Dummit and Richard M. Foote
• Contemporary Abstract Algebra by Joseph A. Gallian
• Abstract Algebra by I. N. Herstein

Several more books on more specific topics—most of which I own and am willing to lend out—are
mentioned in the “Sample Project Topics” section below. You may find some other ideas and useful
resources in Keith Conrad’s extensive archive of expository papers: https://kconrad.math.
uconn.edu/blurbs/.

Projects will be graded out of 100 points (weighted as 10% of the course grade) according to the
following rubric:

• A Project Plan giving a 1
2
-page description of the planned project is due on March 28 at

11:59pm on Brightspace and is worth a total of 5 points.
• The remaining 95 points will be scaled down by a factor of n

8
if the number of pages n is

less than 8.
• Up to 20 points will be awarded based on how well the paper accomplishes the goals set in

the project plan and in the paper’s introduction.
• Up to 50 points will be awarded for the mathematical correctness of the statements, proofs,

and examples in the paper.
• Up to 25 points will be awarded for the quality of writing and exposition—how well the

paper communicates its subject matter to the reader.

SAMPLE PROJECT TOPICS

The following ideas are not meant to constrain your creativity in choosing a topic for your project
but to give you a place to start if you don’t already have an idea in mind.
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(1) Algebraic coding theory describes various methods for coding and decoding messages us-
ing algebraic structures and modular arithmetic. Algebraic coding theory is used in cryptog-
raphy as well as for designing error-correcting codes to transmit messages robustly across
noisy channels. For a project on coding theory, start by reading Chapter 8 in the textbook.
Topics to explore beyond the textbook include the McEliece cryptosystem and Goppa codes.

(2) Matrix groups include some groups we have discussed, such as GL2(R), as well as other
groups described by matrices, and are explored in Chapter 12 of the textbook. A project on
matrix groups could go in many possible directions, such as...
• ...the classification of the 17 wallpaper groups discussed in Section 12.2.
• ...the foundations of the representation theory of finite groups (studying homomor-

phisms from finite groups to matrix groups), as explained in the first few chapters of
Character Theory of Finite Groups by I. Martin Isaacs.

• ...Fuchsian groups—discrete subgroups of SL2(R)—and hyperbolic geometry. A ref-
erence is Fuchsian Groups by Svetlana Katok.

• ...any of several applications of matrix groups in physics.
A project on matrix groups will likely explore one of these subtopics or some other subtopic.

(3) Group actions and the Sylow theorems are two cornerstones of group theory that would
typically be covered in a longer or more advanced course on abstract algebra. They are
covered in Chapters 14 and 15 of the textbook. The Sylow theorems say (among other
things) that, if G is a finite group with order divisible by a prime power pr, then G contains
a subgroup of order pr.

(4) Classification of finite groups is a major project in mathematics; in particular, the classifi-
cation of finite simple groups was completed in a series of papers from 1955 to 2004 totaling
tens of thousands of pages in length. A project discussing this classification or one of the
many tools involved in its proof would have some overlap with project (3). An additional
source is A Course in the Theory of Groups by Derek J.S. Robinson.

(5) Cayley graphs are graphs (in the sense of graph theory) that encode the structure of a group
using a set of generators. One source is the following set of notes by László Babai: http:
//people.cs.uchicago.edu/~laci/handbook/handbookchapter27.pdf.

(6) Attacks on the RSA cryptosystem and methods of factoring integers include the qua-
dratic sieve and the more complicated number field sieve. These and other algorithms
are covered in the book Prime Numbers: A Computational Perspective by Richard Cran-
dall and Carl B. Pomerance. A description, implementation, and analysis of the quadratic
sieve, along with some historical and mathematical discussion of other factoring algorithms,
would make a suitable project.

(7) The configurations of the Rubik’s cube puzzle form a group. Can you describe this group
in terms of generators and relations? Can you describe a method for solving the Rubik’s
cube in terms of group theory?

(8) Several abstract algebra topics, such as modular arithmetic and symmetry groups, require
less mathematical background than others. Design a series of lessons on an abstract alge-
bra topic for motivated high school students. A project like this should genuinely explain
material in a new way, discuss applications of the material, and include problems or puzzles
of your own creation. You could also test your lessons out on actual students and include a
report about the experience.

(9) Lattices and Boolean algebras are covered in Chapter 19 of the textbook. A project on
this topic may include a study of applications to logic or electrical engineering.
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(10) The fundamental group of a topological space is a useful invariant that roughly describes
the ways loops can be wound in the space. This topic is intended for someone who has
taken or is taking a course covering point-set topology. You can read about the fundamental
group in Algebraic Topology by Allen Hatcher.

(11) For those looking for a theoretically challenging topic, category theory gives an even more
abstract perspective on algebraic structures and the homomorphisms between them. A
project on category theory could include a comparison of the category of sets, the cate-
gory of groups, and the category of rings, in which it is shown what the abstract notions of
“product,” “coproduct,” “kernel,” “cokernel,” “image,” “coimage,” “equalizer,” “coequal-
izer,” “monic,” and “epic” mean concretely in each category. One source for this material is
Categories for the Working Mathematician by Sanders Mac Lane.
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